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Faculty, students join forces to clean up coulee
By Jamie Hutchinson
The Dakota Student

Students, faculty and staff
joined community members and
city workers Saturday morning
to clean up the part of the English Coulee that runs through
campus.
“We’re going to be working
on trying to get the water quality
improved in several ways,” said
Nick Ralston, project leader and
research scientist.
The coulee has been a problem for many community members who wish to improve its
aesthetic and aromatic qualities.
Limited water flow and human pollution from have contributed to the coulee’s current
state.
After many discussions over
the years, action is being taken.
Ralston said the project “is all
about getting together groups of
people that actually understand
what can be done and what we
should do to improve the health
and quality of the coulee.”
Part of improving the health
meant cutting back some of the
cattails that surround the bank.
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Students and faculty clear cattails near the English Coulee on Saturday morning as part of a cleanup project. Photo
by Jennifer Friese/The Dakota Student.

First nonprofit
fair held at UND
By Parker Payne
The Dakota Student
UND students were invited
to take a peek at what local nonprofits have to offer earlier this
week at the university’s first nonprofit opportunity fair.
Held at the Memorial Union
on campus last Thursday, the
event allowed local nonprofit
organizations to connect with
students and share volunteer and
internship opportunities.
The fair saw a good number
of organizations show up to connect with students.
Many of the representatives for different organizations
seemed thrilled that UND had
set up the opportunity fair.
They said being able to talk
directly with students living in
Grand Forks is a great way to
share the ways students can become involved with their organization.

Students were greeted with a
smile and a plethora of information about ways to be involved.
The event allowed students
to see a number of opportunities available to them in Grand
Forks.
One of the students attending the non-profit opportunity
fair was Allison Batt. She was
excited UND has set up this opportunity for students, like herself, who want to get involved
with a non-profit organization.
“Having a way to get in front
of someone who can possibly
help you get a job later on is
something that needs to be taken
advantage of,” Batt said.
Many students attending the
fair seemed eager to meet potential employers and make a good
first impression.
Most college students looking to land an internship are
not provided with a way to get
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Attendees listen to presentations at the 12th annual American Indian Health Research
Conference held Oct. 23 in Grand Forks. Photo by Nicholas Nelson/The Dakota Student.

Conference draws regional attendance
By Megan Hoffman
The Dakota Student

The 12th annual American Indian Health Research Conference
drew researchers and interested
parties from all around the region
last week to Grand Forks.
Held Oct. 23 in the Alerus
Center, the conference focused

on research into health trends and
problems facing Native American
populations.
The conference was started by
UND professor Jacque Grey 12
years ago when she was working on
her post-doctorate education.
She was looking to do research
on Native American communities
but was denied by the UND Institutional Review Board, because its

members thought she was going to
be doing the same work as another
person.
Instead of moving on, Grey
worked on a way to fix the problem, inviting people from all
around the world to come together
to discuss the research that was be-
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“If you think of it like tea,
there’s so much cattail in the water
that turns the English Coulee into
a very rich, dark tea,” Ralston said.
He added that all of the material that degrades over the years
“more or less” fertilizes the water for
the following year.
“When you have a resource,
you don’t want to use it up and have
it go downhill,” Ralston said. “The
English Coulee is kind of an example of that.”
While the project’s main goal
was to clean up the coulee, it also
served as a way to get various departments working together with
students from diferent sciences and
give them some hands-on experience.
“It’s really helpful for getting interdisciplinary stuff between departments,” Ralston said. “It’s to help

the students but also the city, and
it’s good for the university. They’ll
be able to have not only an education but have some work done.”
Departments — such as biology and geology — had students
participating in the cleanup and
some performing their own research
projects.
Brian Darby, instructor of an
ecology lab in the biology department, has his students working on
various projects.
“We’re teaching it as kind of an
inquiry-based lab where we have
groups of about four students and
15 groups,” Darby said. “They
have designed their own experiments” and are “looking at all sorts
of things.”
Some students are measuring
nutrient concentrations while others are looking at the soils surrounding the coulee, as well as the growth
rate of different algae.
The information they gather
from their research will be used at

LOVE
AT FIRST
BITE!

the end of the semester when they
present their projects in a poster colloquium.
The cleanup was the first demonstration project of the Sustainable Cities Initiative, a concept that
focuses on sustainability-based research and teaching opportunities,
according to July’s UND Research
Newsletter.
It was also the first for Transforming English Coulee, a program
that is set to improve the condition
and recreation of the coulee.
“Ideally — maybe five, 10 years
from now — we’ll have people go
boating on the coulee,” Ralston
said.
Jamie Hutchinson is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
jamie.hutchinson@my.und.edu
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first impression. most college students looking to land an internship
are not provided with a way to get
in front of an organization until they
have an interview.
“I didn’t know there were so
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ing done, so there would be no
overlaps.
The first conference drew
about 50 people, which has since
grown to as many as 125.
“It’s a great program with
lots of opportunities,” Grey said.
“It brings people here to develop
research and collaboration.”
This year’s conference featured keynote speaker Dave
Baldridge, Board Member and
Executive Director of International Association of Indigenous
Aging.
The conference also includes
other presentations, awards,
posters done by students and a
many non-profits in Grand Forks
looking to hire students,” Batt said.
Before UND set up the opportunity fair, students had little way of
talking directly with organizations in
town. The opportunity fair not only
helped students but also the community groups get their names out there
and potentially attract students to get

panel.
“This shows everyone what
we are doing, ways of collaboration, student involvement and
tribal involvement,” Grey said.
The conference has hosted
people from diverse groups like
the Manitoba Chiefs Council
and North Dakota State University, in addition to national
guests from Australia.
“This is short of some national conferences,” Grey said.
“It is one of the larger ones for
this region.”

Megan Hoffman is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
megan.hoffman@my.und.edu

involved.
For the students that attended
the fair, several said they are hoping
that getting in front of group leaders
will prove beneficial.
Parker Payne is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
parker.payne@my.und.edu
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COMMENTARY DSVIEW
Soil

Photo via New York Times.

By Will Beaton

Angry White Men

— The fight to restore the patriarchy

Alex
Bertsch
The Dakota
Student
Even in today’s modern world, we
see women and feminism attacked on
an almost daily basis, whether it’s Rush
Limbaugh deciding that a woman who
desires basic rights and freedoms similar
to those a man posses is a “feminazi,” or
if it’s #GamerGate threatening to kill
and rape a woman for saying she thinks
somebody’s too violent. This movement
is set on keeping or restoring the patriarchy and traditional masculine values. It
feeds on the fear and hatred of powerful
women, homosexuals and minorities. I
like to call this movement “Angry White
Men.”
One of the earliest examples of this
phenomenon is the 1487 book, “Malleus Maleficarum.” This book, written by
two Catholic clergymen, was used to define what a witch was during medieval
times. The book describes that witches
were far more likely to be women than
men, and noted that if a woman had extensive knowledge of medicine,she was
a witch and must be prosecuted with
death, usually by burning at the stake.
While some may argue these two men,
Heinrich Kramer and James Sprenger,
may have truly believed women who
had knowledge were witches, this book
was still used for no other purpose than
maintaining the power of the patriarchy.
We see this trend rear its ugly head
again during the late 19th century in
the push for women’s suffrage. During
this time, many women were seeking acceptance into post-secondary education.
However, there was a strong push back
from the academia of the time.
Harvard Professor Edward Clarke
predicted in his book, “Sex in Education: or a Fair Chance for the Girls,”
that if women went to college, their
brains would grow bigger and heavier,
causing their wombs to atrophy. A
Harvard professor of the time would
have known that none of what he was
saying was true, but this is a common
practice in the Angry White Men movement — to use fear of the unknown to
scare the minorities into believing that
they themselves don’t deserve or desire
equality.

This attitude would persist into
the mid 1900s as the “Red Scare.”
According to historian Landon
Storrs, the anti-communist sentiments of the time also bolstered an
anti-feminist movement. He referred
to the “striking number” of women
in government agencies who were accused of Communist sympathies and
to rhetoric appealing to “popular antifeminism” that was often used against
them. It was during this period and the
resurgence of the patriarchy in a postWorld War II era that gave rise to the
common feminist and anti-feminist
movements that we see in America today.
And this is when things began to
evolve into a much larger, and much
more horrifying outcome. In 1972, a
new amendment to the constitution
passed both the House of Representatives and the Senate and was sent off
to state legislatures for ratification. This
amendment is known as the Equal
Rights Amendment, and it called for
one simple thing — equal rights for
women.

This outrage would boil
over in 1974 when the
Michigan House of
Representatives was
attacked after it refused to
rescind its ratification
of the Equal Rights
Amendment.
Alex Bertsch
opinion editor

Despite the abundant amount
of sense that the amendment made,
it only received 35 of the 38 required
ratifications to become part of the
Constitution. This was, however, after
five states rescinded their ratifications
among outrage from voters. This outrage would boil over in 1974 when the
Michigan House of Representatives
was attacked after it refused to rescind
its ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment.
It was also during the ‘70s that the
popularity of disco music began to receive mainstream recognition.
Disco was a genre that was domi-

nated by African-American women
like Gloria Gaynor, who sang about
being independent. Disco was embraced by women, minorities and homosexuals alike. But its popularity began to ruffle the feathers of traditional
fans of rock n’ roll, one of whom was
a DJ named Steve Dahl. Dahl hated
the effeminate disco men, personified
by John Travolta in “Saturday Night
Fever,” and together with the Chicago
White Sox, decided to hold a promotion called “Disco Demolition Night,”
where fans would get in for 98 cents
if they brought a disco album to the
game with them. These albums would
then be blown up by Dahl after the
game.
When this happened, the crowd
went into a riot, and took over the
field. Police had to be called in to clear
the field. This violence towards disco
music would persist with many discotheques being burnt to the ground,
and others vandalized. The actions of
that night are largely blamed for the
decline of disco as a genre, and its disappearance from today’s music culture.
And the violence wouldn’t stop
there, as a younger generation began
to desire the rights that the former
patriarchy had possessed. In 1989
we saw a horrible display of violence
that embodied this movement in its
entirety. On December sixth of that
year, a student at Ecole Polytechnique
in Montreal, Quebec, named Mark
Lepine shot and killed 14 female students before taking his own life. In his
suicide letter, Lepine wrote that he was
fighting feminism, and that he blamed
feminists for ruining his life.
All of these events are connected
by a desire to return to the patriarchy
of old that has long since died. The
hatred of feminists, and the desire to
recreate the privileges that were once
enjoyed by men has led to violence,
murders, rapes, and it needs to stop.
Feminists don’t desire to enslave men,
we only desire to see women put on an
equal playing field with men. So don’t
allow yourself to be conscripted into
the movement of the Angry White
Men, because society has already left
them behind.

Alex Bertsch is the opinion editor
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
alexander.j.bertsch@my.und.edu

As we consider the upcoming measures on the North Dakota ballot — including Measure 5, which aims to allocate 5
percent of the state’s share of oil extraction taxes toward protecting “water quality, natural flood control, fish and wildlife habitat” and more throughout the state — I think it’s necessary to
take a step back from all the talking and political advertisements
to assess what’s really most valuable to our wellbeing.
To borrow a question posed to my Scale-Up class by a
professor in the biology department: “What is North Dakota’s
most valuable natural resource that’s a rich, beautiful black color, is essential for our future, takes thousands of years to form
and lies beneath our feet in abundant quantities, though it will
soon disappear if we’re not careful?”
If you’re thinking “oil,” you’re only a letter off.
Soil is and always has been what makes North Dakota
worth what it is to the crazies like us who live here winter after winter. It’s what attracted the first European settlers in the
1700s, and, along with the wildlife it sustained, it was the reason native nomads made this place home thousands of years
before that.
As my dad says when he sees more construction going up
south of town, “This is the best soil in the world, and they’re
building strip-malls all over it.”
Yep, pretty much. But there’s still a misconception here.
We’re not just missing out on a few truckloads of sugar
beets every time a field is replaced by a new Walmart. Though
it’s hard for us to connect to them since we can’t see them happening, there are processes taking place in the soil that have
monumental influence on sustainable food production, local
economies, societal welfare and climate change, to name only
a few.
Globally, mismanagement of soil is also one of the main
actions leading to violent drug trafficking in South America,
wars of attrition in Africa and the loss of biodiversity on every
human-inhabited continent.
Maybe a “Game of Thrones” allegory will put this in perspective a bit:
In the same way that the Lannisters’, Baratheons’ and Targaryens’ bickering over who will sit the Iron Throne is a children’s squabble compared to the imminent global threat of
White Walkers from beyond the Wall, humankind’s perpetual
wars over territory, religion and social issues are petty bickering
distracting us from the real threat — worldwide soil degradation and desertification resulting in climate change that threatens our species and the majority of life on this planet.
As tenants of the Red River Valley — a ditch dug by glaciers and fertilized by eons of the carbon turnover of long-rooted prairie plants designed to pump water to the surface from
impressive depths — we should be as excited as anyone to protect the soil from which we came.
More obviously relevant, the only reason human beings are
here in the first place is because that good soil made those good
plants, which then filled the atmosphere with enough oxygen
to allow for the evolution of mammalian life.
It just doesn’t make any sense that we’ve forgotten what the
coolest thing about Earth is. We’re the only human beings in
the universe; that’s true. But that’s because we’re the only planet
within sight of our telescopes that has soil — a living, breathing
lifesource that is the pulse of our planet’s existence.
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News Editor

Editorial Policy
The Dakota Student is dedicated to the free exchange of
ideas. Opinion columns and letters to the editor will not
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the Dakota Student.
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opinions on the editorial pages. Letters to the editor are
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> Letters may be mailed to 2901 University Ave. Stop 8385,
Grand Forks, N.D. 58202-8385 or dropped off at room 8,
Memorial Union.
> Letters must be typed and must include the author’s
name, major or profession and telephone number.
> All letters will be edited to fit the allocated space. Writer
may be limited to one letter per month.
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Feminism holds value for both men and women
Mike
Rauser

The Dakota
Student
I am a man, and I would call
myself a feminist.
Some might think those two
statements are contradictory, however, I am passionate about fighting
for anyone who isn’t given the same
rights as everyone else.
Why shouldn’t I be? What’s
wrong with treating women like
people?
I do realize there are objections
to feminism; in fact, I used to share
some of them.
For example, some people object to it because they believe it
only focuses on women’s issues.
The truth is feminism is not
one single idea shared across the
entire group. It’s a range of ideas,
just like any other ideology. There
are feminists who focus more on
women’s issues than men’s, but
there are also feminists who fight
for men’s rights as well.
So let’s get to the big question:
Why as man, am I feminist? After
all, I have all the power I need,
don’t I? Isn’t that the entire point,
that men have too much power
and they use it to oppress women?
Not really. Some men do have
too much power, but others are
victims as well. Feminism often
talks about unhealthy standards
set for women by our media, but
the media also sets unhealthy stan-

Beyonce introduces herself as a feminist at the VMA’s. Photo via Huffington Post.

dards for men to aspire to.
According to the media, women are supposed to be impossibly
thin, yet still have large breasts and
butts. They are supposed to be innocent and pure, yet still crave sex
every second of the day. Also, according to the media (although not
as much anymore) women should
be housewives, the people who do
all of the work, but get none of the
credit.
A brilliant deconstruction of
the unreasonable standards for
women in our media can be found
in David Fincher’s recent movie
Gone Girl, where the wife delivers
a passionate monologue about the
pressure of being the “cool” girlfriend.
Yet for men, there are plenty
of unreasonable and unhealthy
standards as well. As a man, I am
not allowed to show any emotion,
as that’s exclusively for women. A
man who shows emotion is ridiculed and mocked, which often

forces men to hide their emotions
deep down inside, often refusing to
be honest about them even to the
people they are the closest with.
Women want a man who talks
about his feelings, but a man has
been told all his life that he is never
supposed to have feelings, and he
definitely isn’t supposed to talk
about them.
As a man, I am not allowed to
feel pain, because I am supposed to
be ‘tough’. Since women have been
traditionally viewed as weak and
helpless (see the ever present and
overused damsel in distress trope
for a few thousand examples), the
implication is that men are inherently strong, powerful and immune to pain. What this does is
forces men to hide what they truly
feel.
This is where the stereotype
of the man that never goes to the
doctor comes from. Of course we
never go the doctor because we
were told to shake it off, take it like

a man, or grow some balls. The implication being that testicles bring
a superhuman level of increased
pain tolerance despite the fact that
our testicles are the single most
vulnerable part of our body.
Probably the worst of all
though is the overwhelming assumption that men are inherently
violent. It is true that men tend to
be more violent than women, but
this is not because of an inherent
violent nature, it is because our society not only assumes men to be
violent, it expects men to be violent.
The manly thing to do is punch
another guy in the face if you disagree with him. The manly thing
to do is to start a fight if somebody
is annoying you. A man is attractive if he is violent, if he represents
the bad boy image.
Now, don’t get me wrong, I’m
not shifting responsibility. Any
violent action is a choice. If you
choose to commit violence it’s al-

ways a choice. There may be factors influencing your decision, but
it is still a choice.
However, there are some factors behind why some men tend to
be violent. This can be seen even
in some feminist messages. All violence towards women is wrong. I
agree with that one hundred percent. However, I would take that
a step farther. All violence towards
men or women is wrong. Why is
it not OK to hit a woman in the
face, but it’s OK to hit a man in the
face? Because we were taught that a
man is ‘tough’, that he can take it
like a man.
I firmly believe that it is never
okay to beat a woman. But I also
firmly believe that it’s not OK to
beat a man either. Otherwise, you
are the one perpetuating the stereotypes. If it’s okay to beat men,
but not women, then it is true that
women are weak and helpless and
men are strong and tough.
I am a feminist because women
are not inferior to men and should
not be treated as such. I am a feminist because a man should not be
thought less of if he displays feminine traits such as showing any
type of emotion. I am a feminist
because there still sexist people out
there who are fighting hard to suppress women’s rights and we need
all the voices we can get to stand up
to them. If you really start to think
about it, I bet you might discover
you are a feminist too.
Mike Rauser is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
michael.rauser@my.und.edu

No-Shave November expresses femininity
Kjerstine
Trooien
The Dakota
Student
Everyone has heard of NoShave November. It started as
a cancer awareness and fundraising event put on by a group
called No-Shave November; this
year’s funds go to the American
Cancer Society. The social event
has since morphed into a colloquialism labeling the time of
year when dudes turn into lumberjacks (or try to) and ladies neglect their razors thanks to cold
winds and long pants.
I’m not someone who has
ever really stopped shaving. I
was a swimmer ever since I was
in elementary school. I started
shaving everything from the
neck down before I hit puberty
in order to be like my swimming
role models. Afterwards, I still
continued to shave, though not
to that extent. My legs are usually shiny. My armpits are usually smooth.
In the winter, this usually
doesn’t let up as I continue to
swim — though for meditation,
not medals. It is expected that I
keep my stubble under control.
Buy why is it expected? I’ve
seen plenty of men, who may as
well be wearing sweaters, swimming. For us women, keeping
our body hair “under control”

Photo via Huffington Post.

is expected, despite the fact that
there is no reason to shave our
armpits or legs. As a swimmer,
when I was actually competing and not just emulating my
heroes, keeping myself hairless
shaved seconds off of my times.
But now that I’m not worried
about beating other swimmers
to the wall, I shouldn’t need to
be shaving anymore.
Armpit hair isn’t unsanitary
or smelly (assuming deodorant and antiperspirant is used),
otherwise men would be shaving
their pits too. Smooth legs are
a beauty standard that started
thanks to hemlines creeping up
in the early 1900s. We are bombarded with myths about pubic
hair being unsanitary when the
opposite is true (it keeps germs

and other nasty, yucky things
out of the sensitive environment
that is the vulva).
To switch gears rather quickly, let me tell you about my
friend and her boyfriend. She
mentioned to her boyfriend that
she was friends with a feminist
(me). His reaction: “So, are you
going to stop shaving now, or
what?” He wasn’t kidding.
This is a common misconception about feminists — that
they refuse to embrace what is
culturally labeled as “feminine.”
Being a feminist, according to
this ideology, means no dresses,
no lipstick and no razors.
Feminism, or at least my
brand, is about personal choice.
There should be no different reaction to a woman with

hairy pits than to a women with
smooth pits. The expectation
that women keep their genitals
completely hairless is absurd,
and frankly more than a bit pedophilic. Cultural expectations
of beauty should not affect how
a person is treated.
Sure, I like my legs smooth.
I like the way it feels. I don’t like
that I skip the gym when I didn’t
have time to shave due to fear of
judgement. My swimsuit doesn’t
exactly help cover up stubble.
In removing my body hair, I am
buying into the cultural expectation of women maintaining their
“beauty.” Shaving should be a
personal choice, done because of
the way it makes you feel.
Think about the way men
treat their body hair — they

don’t shave their legs, a hairy
chest isn’t looked down upon
(though, admittedly, smooth
chests are rising) and beards are
a playground when it comes to
fashion and masculinity. Why is
it different for women? I argue
that it’s because we are culturally
expected to maintain ourselves
to a certain aesthetic standards.
This happens for men too, but
not on nearly the scale it does
women.
So I’m doing what I’m calling a “Feminist No-Shave November.” I’m not raising money
(though if you want to participate in the No-Shave November
cancer awareness movement,
please do!), but putting myself
through a personal test.
I place way too much importance on my body hair and how
everyone around me sees it. It’s
time for me to reclaim my body
for myself.
My hope is no one will care
when they see my hairy armpits
in yoga class or my unshaven legs
at the pool. My fear is that they
will. It is my fear that is driving
me to do this though; it’s my
body and my choice. And you
have a choice too in this challenge I’ve placed for myself —
the choice of how to react when
you see my hairy pits in all their
glory.
Kjerstine Trooien is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
kjerstine.trooien@my.und.edu
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Haunted Lab full of fright

Scary pig and students posing at the Haunted Lab on Saturday night. Photo by Nicholas Nelson/The Dakota Student.

By Brendan McCabe
The Dakota Student

Scares were never in short supply at the 12th annual Haunted Lab,
hosted by the Forensic Science Club on the fourth floor of O’Kelly Hall
Saturday night.
Haunted house patrons were treated to a dimly lit maze followed by a
seemingly endless hall filled with many terrifying scenes, including eviscerated bodies and human sacrifices.
This year’s haunted forest theme was inspired by horror movies such
as “The Cabin in the Woods,” and featured several maniacal rooms with
all sorts of ghastly images. From bloody hatchets to insane nurses, the
Haunted Lab had it all.
“People always have fun, but it’s hard to get the word out,” coordinator Courtney Schaub said. “We are always trying to keep it fresh, and stay
up to date on what’s the scariest. We try not to repeat stuff.”
Given its frightening past, the atmosphere of the fourth floor of
O’Kelly Hall is already perfect for a haunted house.
“It actually used to be a morgue, and this is where the cadavers were
held,” senior Bailey Hoffman reported. “It’s really creepy to be up here,
even when all of the Haunted Lab stuff isn’t up.”
Several members of the club had previous experience working in
haunted houses, and they all put on a genuinely terrifying display.
“It was extremely realistic,” remarked Suzanne Cookman, who attended the Haunted Lab. “The makeup was incredible.”
Though it is clear the members of the club thoroughly enjoy frightening people, they tone it back for kids that come through.
“We gauge the scares based on the age of the people coming in,” said
Schaub. “We’re not completely heartless.”

But the actors were not the only hair-raising part of the Haunted Lab.
Blood and bones were always within arm’s reach throughout the entirety
of the experience.
“It was easy to forget you were in a school building,” noted freshmen
Lucas Milner. “Everything about it was incredibly creepy.”

Funding

Admission was $5 per person, with all of the proceeds helping to pay
for the club’s trip to the American Academy of Forensic Science in Orlando, Fla. this February.
The Forensic Science Club attends the American Academy of Forensic
Science event every year, where they learn about the newest developments in the field of forensics.
“The event brings in professionals from around the world,” said senior Bailey Hoffman. “It’s all very interesting.”
Though the club consists mainly of Forensic Science and Criminal
Justice majors, anyone that is interested may join. It meets bi-weekly,
spending most of the first semester planning out the Haunted Lab. However, the club members spent all of last week turning the top floor of
O’Kelly hall into a chamber of horrors.
The Haunted Lab will be open from 6 to 9 p.m. and 10 p.m. to midnight on October 29, 30 and 31. Everyone ages 10 and up are welcome
to attend. This is the biggest event the group puts on, and many of the
people that show up are repeat customers.
“This is what we’re known for, so we always make sure it goes off
without a hitch,” Schaub said. “Being a coordinator, it’s great to see it all
come together.”
Brendan McCabe is a staff writer for The Dakota Student. He can be reached
at brendan.mccabe@my.und.edu
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UND’s very own electronic genius
By Ashley Carlson
The Dakota Student

When it comes to electronics, David Poppke can fix almost
anything.
He has fixed things in minutes that trained specialists
haven’t been able to fix; you
could call him UND’s own
Nikola Tesla of the electrical engineering department.
Despite his skill in electronics and technology, Poppke has
never received formal training of
any kind.
“All my training came from
the garage, experiences and trying different things,” Poppke
said. “I’ve had no school training in electronics — figure that
one out. I can fix anything that
a lot of people can’t fix, and I’m
talking about experts in many
fields.”
Growing up in Bismarck,
N.D., Poppke always had an interest in electronics.
“That was the hobby I
picked up at the time ... and (I)
just kept playing with (it) in the
car,” he said.
In high school, he showed
his gift with technology, which
resulted in him not having to
write any term papers; his teachers let him do science projects
instead.
“I was heavily weighted on

one end of the brain and not the
other, so I continued with electronics,” Poppke said. “That’s
the difference between a person
that is good overall or specialized in one area.”
In college, he took all of the
basics for engineering, but had
difficulty when it came to writing lab reports.
“I skipped my writing, and
then when it came to writing
lab reports I didn’t know how
to write anything,” he said. “So
basically what happened is that I
would get an F because I didn’t
know how to write anything.”
After dropping out of college, he found work easy to
come by without a degree.
“Back in the 70s, I could get
a job with no degree. I’d just
walk up and say ‘I could fix anything you want,’” he said.
He later got his current job
at UND as the technician for
the electrical engineering department, a position that he
has held for 34 years, and this
has allowed him to branch out
in other areas in his passion for
electronics.
“This job gave me good benefits and a lot of vacation time
that made me able to take off
and do other stuff,” Poppke said.
In his time off from work,
Poppke likes to continue to work
on electronics. However, he also

flies an Ultra lighter glider, rides
motorcycles and snowmobiles
and goes parachuting.
“A lot of people told me I’m
going to die,” Poppke said. “But
I said I know that already, I’m
going to enjoy it before I die.”
Poppke started his own two
way radio business that turned
out to be very lucrative, known
as Dave’s Communications Incorporated.
“I’m one of the few people
when I get home from work I
play with work again,” he said.
After many years of managing the business, he retired two
years ago due to the rise of cell
phones, incrementally replacing
radios.
“But I made out very well
and bought up six million dollars worth of equipment from
a surplus,” Poppke said. “It was
time to bail out and give everybody a hard time at UND.”
At UND, David enjoys himself by helping students with
their projects, giving them advice on how to think and approach things, while also being
able to play with his toys all day
in his own version of a playground.
“I grew up playing with it
and basically have a big toy box
here,” Poppke said.
When it comes down to it,
there is one piece of advice that

Staff member David Poppke. Photo by Nicholas Nelson/ The Dakota Student.

David likes to preach to students: “Do what you like doing
and you’ll find a way to make
money because you’ll find a way
to support it. Whatever you re-

ally love doing you’ll find a way.”
Ashley Carlson is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
ashley.m.carlson@my.und.edu
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CLASSIFIEDS
RENTALS

Now hiring Part-Time positions for Front Desk, Bellman,
PM Restaurant servers, banquet
servers, bartenders, housekeepers and cooks. Please apply
in person at the Ramada Inn,
1205 N. 43rd Street, Grand
Forks, ND 58203.
Brick & Barley is now hiring Servers, Bartenders, Cooks,
and Security positions. Flexible
hours, employee discounts, and

great co-workers. Stop in to
apply. 9 N 3rd St, Downtown
Grand Forks. EOE.
O’Really’s and Level 10 are
hiring Bartenders, Servers, and
Security Personnel. Must be 21
to apply. Apply in person at 10
N 3rd St, Downtown Grand
Forks. EOE.

Youth Hockey Referees.
EGF Parks & Recreation is
looking for youth hockey referees for the upcoming season. All

levels welcome to apply. Applications can be picked up at the
Park Department at EGF City
Hall, 600 DeMers Ave., East
Grand Forks. Questions please
call (218) 773-8000.

Deeks Pizza is looking for
you. We are currently hiring
FT and PT Cooks and Drivers.
Flexible schedule, Free Pizza on
the nights you work, Competitive Pay. Apply by visiting the
store at 512 N Washington St
or go to workfordeeks.com
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HOW TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT
COST: $7.00 for 50 words or less per issue.
DEADLINE: Classifieds for Tuesday’s paper are due on
Friday at noon. Classifieds for Friday’s paper are due
Wednesday at noon.
FORMAT: No classified ads will be taken over the
phone. They can be dropped off at room 8 in the
basement of the Memorial Union.
PAYMENT: Payment must be paid in full with cash,
check or mailed with payment before a classified will
run. Contact The Dakota Student office at 701-7772678 with questions.

German food included at Culinary Corner
By Colin Johnson
The Dakota Student

“Crock-Pot Cooking — Gone
German” was held Friday afternoon at the Culinary Corner
located on the first floor of the
Wellness Center. This class is one
of many demonstrative kitchen
classes that are offered throughout
the year at Culinary Corner.
It is a great way to learn about
cooking healthy, fast and cheap
meals on a college student’s budget. It covers the physical, social
and emotional dimensions of wellness.
One of the classes offered
teaches participants how to make

“super smoothies,” where they
are able to make two smoothies
per class, with options including
a protein smoothie, a vegetable
smoothie or a fruit smoothie.
There also is a “delightful desserts”
class, which focuses on healthy
alternatives to classic desserts and
a “ready, set, snack” class which
details how to prepare and make
healthy homemade snacks instead
of greasy, fat laden ones.
The benefits of taking the culinary corner classes allow socialization with students, faculty, staff
members from UND and other
people throughout the community. Individuals also learn many
culinary techniques and nutrition

benefits, grocery shopping tips
and knife skills.
The only ingredients required
for the soup were a bag of frozen
potatoes mixed with green and red
peppers, three cans of low sodium
chicken broth, one jar of sauerkraut, a package of turkey sausage
and a tablespoon of dijon mustard.
Regina Gallagher is the culinary corner program manager and
was the instructor of the class for
the German potato soup class.
“There was supposed to be
another instructor to talk a little
about German history and cooking techniques, but he was not
able to attend,” Gallagher said.
This healthy alternative soup

only took four hours to cook on
a high setting, or nine hours on
a low setting. When it’s finished
it serves about four people.
Classes are held on Fridays
from 12:30 p.m. to 1 p.m.
The only thing individuals
need to bring is a crock-pot and
lots of motivation to cook. Registration is required a few days
in advance and a fee of $15 is

also needed to cover the materials.
Culinary corner is a great way
to get involved with the community for those who like cooking,
or just want to learn how to cook
healthy meals.
Colin Johnson is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
colin.m.johnson@my.und.edu
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“We had some opportunities to get turnovers and just
missed, but we got back in it,
and when you get back in it,
you have to continue to keep
making plays,” Schweigert said.
“It’s a one-play-at-a-time deal,
and we let it slip away. I felt like
we didn’t do anything to keep
the momentum going.”
Momentum is something
the Green and White needed

Tuesday October 28, 2014
going into next week.
A loss like this could not have
come at a worse time. If UND
would have won this week, it
would be at .500 and have a twogame win streak under their belt,
but now the team is facing additional problems.
UND’s defense is still one of
the best in the conference, but it
is now clear that they are a different group while on the road.
But now, they are 3-5 and
looking at their hardest game of
the year.

Next Saturday, the Green
and White face off against Big
Sky Conference leader Eastern
Washington in Cheney, Wash.
If UND wants to get the
new era back on track, it will
have to regroup defensively,
but that is easier said than done
against a powerhouse Eastern
Washington team.
Alex Stadnik is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
alex.stadnik@my.und.edu
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Junior Lauren Clarke serves the ball last weekend at
the Betty Engelstad Sioux Center.
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out there and not just one standout. We can struggle against bigger
teams, so we have to decide if we
go bigger in the future or use our
experience.”
Pryor got his wish against
Southern Utah University, having
players step up when they were
needed. In the first three sets, the
losing teams put up more than 20
points, creating a nail-biting ending in every set.
A crowd of 1,132 fans was
there supporting its team the entire
way, hooting and hollering, especially when UND came back from
a big deficit in the second set, falling behind early, 8-1.
But after a six-point rally,
UND was right back into it, finally
catching Utah at 19 points and

We have to decide
if we go bigger
in the future or
use our experience.
Mark Pryor
UND coach
later ending the set with a 25-23
win off of Jessica Fontes, a senior
making only her second start and
finishing off the set with a kill.
UND is 7-1 all time against a
Southern Utah squad that has won
12 games all season.
For UND, there was a lot to
be excited about. Senior Lexi Robinson achieved two milestones
throughout the game. Early in the
first set, Robinson dove for a dig
to keep the play alive. It was her
1,000th career dig in a UND uniform.
Later was her play in the second, when she spiked the ball for
a UND point on a strong rally.
This was also her 1,000th kill in
a UND uniform. Robinson ended
the game with 23 digs to match
her career-high and recorded her
10th double-double of the season,
a team high.
Another bright spot in the win
Saturday was young talent stepping up offensively. Sophomore
Anna Pioske had four kills in the
deciding set while freshman Faith
Dooley also stepped up big, leading the team with 13 kills.
UND will move on quickly as
it is back in action on Thursday at
Sacramento State before returning
home next Saturday, looking for
revenge against Northern Colorado.
Kyle Beauchamp is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
kyle.beauchamp@my.und.edu
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Rival Gophers complete series sweep
— UND women’s hockey team suffers two losses in weekend series against Minnesota

By Ben Novak
The Dakota Student
The Minnesota women’s
hockey team completed its
sweep over UND in a 5-0 win
Saturday night at Ridder Arena.
UND is currently skating
on a three-game losing streak,
which has dropped its record
to 3-3 in WCHA conference
play. This leaves the team third
in conference standings behind
Minnesota and Wisconsin.
North Dakota had a chance
Saturday to redeem Friday
night’s 5-1 loss, but failed to

find the back of the net, while
Minnesota managed to have five
players finish with multiple points
in the game. Hannah Brandt was
all over the ice for Minnesota, and
she ended the night with two goals
and three assists.
UND’s offense couldn’t get
anything going on Saturday, recording its lowest shots on goal in
a game this season with only seven.
Minnesota found a way to get on
the board early on, just over three
minutes into the game off the stick
of Brandt.
Minnesota recorded 51 shots
on sophomore goaltender Lexi

Shaw, keeping its impressive power
play rolling and converting on two
of its six opportunities.
Friday night’s outcome wasn’t
in favor of UND, but the team was
able to generate 28 shots with two
goals.
“I thought we executed well,
and I thought we played pretty
well,” UND coach Brian Idalski
said after Friday night’s loss.
The season remains young
for North Dakota, which gives it
plenty of time to find its game and
develop a favorable position in the
WCHA. UND is only six games
into its 28-game WCHA sched-

ule, and will continue the road of
conference matchups the next five
weekends.
Next weekend will be a good
indication of how the standings are
going to look in conference play
early on for the WCHA.
Wisconsin sits on top of the
WCHA with six wins leading with
18 points, and will be traveling to
Grand Forks next weekend for a series at Ralph Engelstad Arena.
Wisconsin and North Dakota
will meet for two different series in
the next five weeks.
Last year’s matchup at the
Ralph between Wisconsin and

North Dakota resulted in scoreless tie in Friday night’s game and
3-1 loss for UND on Saturday.
UND will have to try and come
off this weekend’s pair of losses to
Minnesota and add to its current
nine conference points that has it
sitting at No. 3.
North Dakota will have a
matchup against Bemidji State
after its game against Wisconsin
next weekend, giving it a chance
to grab points in conference.
Ben Novak is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
ben.novak@my.und.edu
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UND freshman Tucker Poolman skates in Saturday’s game at Ralph Engelstad Arena against Providence State, finishing with three shots on goal. Poolman scored UND’s fourth goal Friday en route to a 6-1 victory over the Friars.

No Trust Fund?
You Can Trust our Funding.
Save up to $6,000 towards your college tuition
with an Individual Development Account.

To learn more call 701-232-2452
or email ida@sendcaa.org

Take
everything

in-store with your Ucard.
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put UND up 2-1 in the second
period.
Friday’s 6-1 non-conference
victory over the Friars set the
stage Saturday for a chance at
North Dakota’s first 5-win October since 1986. But it was forced
to settle with a 2-2 tie as Nick
Saracino tipped a puck past Zane
McIntyre with just 38.3 seconds
left on the clock.
McIntyre, who is UND’s alltime leader with a .924 save percentage and boasts a 2.15 career
goals against average took the
result as motivation to improve.
“I think it’s obviously a learning curve,” McIntyre said. “Playing a big game like this early on
in the year, a lot of people can
take away great things, our young
guys especially — knowing how
to close out a game in a big situation like tonight. I think it’s more
a maturation process than anything. Getting to experience the
heartbreak and needing to focus
and close out a game.”
North Dakota’s penalty kill
unit went 8-for-8 Friday night
and let up one goal Saturday, killing six of seven Friar power plays.
Mark MacMillan played a
critical role in North Dakota’s
special teams, but Hakstol sees
the team as capable of undertaking the challenge.
“We need to address the face
off dot and replace Mark on the
kill,” Hakstol said. “Those are
two areas Mark is really good.
We did okay with that tonight,
but maybe we can do better there
next weekend.”
North Dakota will host Air
Force on Saturday at Ralph Engelstad Arena, its entire lineup
working to fill a critical void.
“We’ve got so much depth,”
Chyzyk said. “Obviously Mark
is one of the top players in the
country, but definitely we’ve got
guys in the lineup that can step
in and we’ve got guys that can increase their roles.”
Elizabeth Erickson is the sports
editor of The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
elizabeth.e.erickson@my.und.edu
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Moving forward with a missing piece
— UND’s Mark MacMillan suffers injury during Friday night’s game, remains out of lineup indefinitely

By Elizabeth Erickson
The Dakota Student
Mark MacMillan’s absence
was noticed Saturday evening,
but his teammates knew their responsibilities in filling in the gap.
The UND men’s hockey
team’s leading scorer underwent
surgery Saturday morning after his wrist was cut by a skate
during Friday’s matchup against
Providence College.
“Obviously it’s not great seeing one of our captains go down,”
UND junior Zane McIntyre said.
“We have a lot of depth on our
team, I think. And that’s maybe
one of our strengths. I think
there’s a big void to fill obviously,
but we have numerous guys that
can step up and make a contribution.”
Freshman Austin Poganski
took a leap at closing the gap
as he notched his first collegiate
goal on Saturday when he tipped
in a puck from Bryn Chyzyk to
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UND junior goaltender Zane McIntyre stands in the net Saturday evening at Ralph Engelstad Arena.

Redemption at the Betty UND falls to
— UND volleyball team claims Saturday win after Thursday loss

Thunderbirds
— Football team stuggles on the road

By Alex Stadnik
The Dakota Student
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The UND women’s volleyball team celebrates during Thursday’s matchup against
Northern Arizona.

By Kyle Beauchamp
The Dakota Student
The UND volleyball team
took a much needed sigh of relief
last Saturday.
After giving up back-to-back
losses to Northern Arizona and
Northern Colorado, UND came
out with an offensive explosion

&
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to down Southern Utah,
winningNELSON
UND one
game back for second
three out of its four games.
place in the Big Sky.
UND worked to get back into
Coach Mark Pryor was clear
the win column after being swept about what his team needed to fix
Thursday night by Northern Ari- for its game Saturday.
zona in its first home loss since last
“What they did, is they played
November. UND got out played, a cleaner game than we did,” Pryor
both defensively and offensively, as said. “We’ve got to have six players
NAU had seven blocks and 27 kills
NET page
between two players. The game put
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WVB, Oct. 30
vs. Sac State
Saramento, Calif.

WHKY, Oct. 31
vs. Wisconsin
Ralph Engelstad
Arena

The UND football team had
some people excited for the rest
of the season.
The team was 3-4, and while
the offense has been struggling
consistently, the defense was
something fun to watch.
That excitement took a rather
large hit this weekend in a 35-17
loss as UND was torn apart by
Southern Utah, a team that had
only won a single game before
Saturday.
“I’m just disappointed for the
first time this year,” UND coach
Bubba Schweigert said. “We did
not have the right energy level
and that competitive spirit to
make plays. That’s the way we
have to play;, we’ve got to play
with great effort, great desire.”
The Green and White were
pummeled by the Thunderbirds
and their quarterback, Ammon
Olsen, who played about as close
to perfect as a player could hope
to.
Olsen completed 23 of 25
passes for 320 yards against what

WVB, Nov. 31
vs. Northern Colo.
Betty Engelstad
Sioux Center

is usually a stout UND defense
against the pass.
While he had a great day in
the passing game, throwing for
four touchdowns, Olsen also
used his legs to run a score in.
This was a game in which
Southern Utah got out to a lead
early and never relinquished it.
UND came out flat, and the
Thunderbirds took advantage,
taking a 21-3 lead into halftime.
The second half was a bit
better for the Green and White.
One of the only highlights on the
day was UND’s running back Jer
Garman. The senior back rushed
25 times for 102 yards and had
two second half touchdowns that
put the game back into reach.
At 21-17, UND looked to
get back on track and finish the
game strong, but a defense that
has been reliable in previous
weeks could not finish the job.
The Green and White defense gave up two huge passing
touchdowns of 37 and 87 yards
which iced any chance of a comeback for UND.
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XC, Nov. 1
Big Sky Conf.
Championship
Grand Forks, N.D.

